Autonomous landing systems
Improving safety and efficiency

Offshore rigs for oil and gas, along with wind-

This meant that safety of the workers and the

mills, play important roles in powering our

essential items was largely dependent on the skill

planet, and they must be accessible in order

and knowledge of an individual operator. It also

to keep them operating efficiently. This means

meant that in certain adverse conditions, it was

transferring people and goods from ships

difficult to safely attach a gangway to a platform,

to platforms in a way that is both safe and

meaning valuable operational hours could regularly

efficient. Until now, this process involved the

be lost. With our autonomous landing system, these

manual operation of fixing the gangway to

problems are completely eliminated.

the platform. Our latest innovation changes
this process for the better.
Much of the energy we use is produced offshore, and
the rigs and systems that produce it require regular
work and maintenance. This means that people need
to be transferred to the platform safely in order to carry
out essential work, but due to the previous limitations
of landing technology it was always necessary for an
operator to manually attach the gangway.

State of the art automation

Real world benefits

Fixing a gangway from a vessel to the platform of

Advanced technology is nothing without results,

an oil rig or windmill is a complicated process.

and our autonomous landing system, developed

Without the automated system, the ship needs to

alongside VHT and support of Barge Master, offers

be effectively held in the right position through

a wide range of benefits. Priorities for the ship

dynamic positioning, and then the operator needs

operators and companies in charge of the rigs

to judge the movement and conditions accurately

and windmills are safety and efficiency, and our

enough to get a secure fix on the platform. This can

system can drastically improve both.

take time, and can be almost impossible for some
operators in more challenging conditions.

It’s definitely a safer system. Previously, the safety
was dependent upon the skill of the landing operator

Because of the complexity, engineering a suitable

as well as the external conditions, but our system

autonomous solution required real innovation and

is consistent all the time, so the crew know exactly

expertise. We have designed a new autonomous

what to expect, and when they can use the landing.

system which uses a combination of radar, cameras

It reduces operating costs too, as there’s no longer

and motion compensation to enable ships to

a need for two operators at all times to ensure the

automatically attach gangways to platforms.

ship can always work because in some cases the
dynamic positioning officer (DPO) can manage both

The radar system, LIDAR, uses cameras and motion

tasks from the bridge. Perhaps most importantly

reference units to collect data which is then utilized

though, our system increases the available operation-

by smart software systems. These systems also

al hours. It can work in difficult conditions, and it does

incorporate machine learning and AI, and learn

not depend on availability of operators, so it can really

the relative position of the ship to the docking area,

improve uptime.

which allows the docking procedure to be done at
the touch of a button.

This means that investing in the autonomous landing
system is not only investing in the crew’s well-being,

Our system reduces operating costs in a competitive

but also helping to ensure more operational uptime

contracting sector. Our technology means that the

and, in turn, improved profit margins. Automation

process is consistent and reliable every time, and all it

represents a better, safer future for many industries,

takes is a single push of a button. We’ve already seen

and with this solution we take landing systems towards

in testing where our systems can operate effectively

tomorrow.

in very harsh conditions.
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